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About us
The Organising Bureau of European School Student Unions (OBESSU) is the platform for cooperation between
the national school student unions active in general secondary and secondary vocational education in Europe. It
was founded in April 1975 in Dublin, Ireland and brings together Member, Candidate and Affiliate Organisations
from all over Europe. All Member Organisations are independent, national, representative and democratic school
student organisations.
As OBESSU we stand together:
• to represent the school students as stakeholders of their educational systems, and in issues concerning
their lives;
• to provide the national school student unions with assistance and support and to co-operate for the
development of school student representative structures;
• to encourage and enable exchange of experience and good practice among the national school students
unions;
• to promote equal access to education and to strive for the end of all discrimination and injustice within the
educational systems;
• to contribute to the development of democratic educational systems in Europe, that promote active
citizenship in all forms;
• to promote solidarity and understanding between young people;
• to promote new teaching methods in learning and promote healthy teaching environment.
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Introduction
2019 was a year of big developments for OBESSU! Not only was 2019 the last year of our very first development
strategy, but it was also a year where the OBESSU governance, its members, started discussing the new tri-annual
workplan, gathered globally with other organisations to cooperate on a global scale and worked to bring together a
stronger alumni network also in view of the 45th anniversary from the OBESSU foundation in 1975 and much more!
All the activities listed in this annual report are the result of the magic OBESSU recipe: strong national school
student representation, international cooperation, capacity building and genuine support to unique projects
on the ground. And all this would have never been possible without the incredible work and commitment of
the members, without the steering role of the Board, the quality assurance of the Monitoring Committee, the
expertise and passion of our volunteers in the Pool of Trainers, without the patient and capable minds in the
Secretariat and without the support from our wide range of donors who believe in our project. Defending, and
advancing, school student rights has been again at the core of our work and we look forward to sharing some
of our achievements with you, dear reader, and we hope you will take an interest in OBESSU and will get in touch
with us.
In solidarity,
The OBESSU Team
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Our Structure
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Governance
Member, Candidate and Affiliate Organisations gather twice a year every year in the General Assembly and the
Council of Members which are meetings where the membership decides on the activities of the organisation, on
the political direction of the organisation and on the rules of the organisation.

General Assembly
On the 22 and 23 June in Madrid, Spain, OBESSU gathered for the GA. Apart from usual votes on amendments
to the political platform, statutes or other OBESSU papers, the GA was a strategic GA for the future of the
organisation as the overlapping board mandate has been abolished and after 8 years, OBESSU will go back to a 2
year mandate of single board elected at the same time. Moreover, the GA approved OBESSU’s first Environmental
policy paper which is a start of OBESSU’s work on environmental issues which will kick off in January 2020. Last
but not least, elections took place. Sara Þöll Finnbogadóttir and Rob O’donnell finished their successful 2 years
long board mandate and 3 new board members : Adrian Barbaroș, Bicca Olin and Lucija Kernalutti were elected
for 2 years. The MC has also changed and from the GA has approved a change which means that from next year
onwards we will be elected 4 instead of 3 monitoring committee members. For 2019, the GA elected Yasmin
Malli (USO), Joanna Siewierska (ISSU) and Sara Þöll Finnbogadóttir (former OBESSU board member). Lastly,
during the General Assembly, the Members gave their trust to Giuseppina Tucci as the OBESSU Secretary
General.

Council of Members
On the 6 and 7 December in Brussels, Belgium representatives of OBESSU Member, Candidate and Affiliate
organisations met for the Council of Members. What made this COMEM different is that a lot of time was given
for discussions amongst members. Some of the discussions were led by the Board, on topics such as the
development strategy. Other topics were proposed by the members such as welfare, sex education, mental
health or education funding. This change was very welcomed by the membership. In addition to the OBESSU’s
policy, ‘The guiding principles for OBESSU Code of Conduct’ was appreciated by the members since it is a
start of ensuring that OBESSU is a safe space for everyone. Moreover, the ‘Every Child Community Charter’ was
approved. This is a document on which OBESSU worked together with other student activists from Africa, Asia,
Australia, Latin America and Europe in Ghana, in June 2019, as part of the 100 Million Campaign to end child
labour and slavery and provide education for every child.
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Board meetings
In 2019, the Board had 7 meetings. Because OBESSU has an overlapping mandates, Giuseppe and Edvardas
participated in all the Board meetings, while Sara and Rob were at the first 4 meetings and then Adrian, Lucija
and Bicca joined in June 2019 and participate in the last 3 meetings.
24-27 January 2019 | Brussels, Belgium BM1
Mid-term Board evaluation
Wrapping up 2018 and planning 2019
Projects and partnerships, Policy papers 101
2018 Seeds Evaluation

BM2 14-17 March 2019 | London, United Kingdom

Campaigning, Membership updates, EP Elections
Inclusive Schools, Planning 2020: Climate justice

10-13 May 2019 | Milan, Italy BM3
Updates from Working Groups
Discussion on the policy papers on
Global Citizenship Education and Migrant Education
EP Elections
Discussion of the feedback from Monitoring Committee

BM4 19-21 June 2019 | Madrid, Spain

Mandate evaluation, Handover preparations
Future of the Pool of Trainers
Preparations for the General Assembly

28 - 31 July 2019 | Brussels, Belgium BM5
Induction of the new Board Members
Internal regulations of the Board
Portfolio division and discussion
Campaigns and events
Meeting with Monitoring Committee and Secretariat

BM6 19-21 October 2019 | Helsinki, Finland

Seeds for Integration evaluation
Internal discussions on the governance
Membership uipdates
Implementation plan 2020 concetualisation
PISA reaction

3-5 December 2019 | Brussels, Belgium BM7
Mid-term mandate evaluation
Project updates
Global Student Forum updates
Staff meeting
COMEM PreparationDevelopment Stategy
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Monitoring Committee meetings
The Monitoring Committee met twice in 2019.
MCM1 | 12-14 April 2019, Brussels
During this meeting, Larissa and Giacomo met to discuss the state of play of their work, prepare for their
presentation at the General Assembly and also run the financial audit of the organisation. Preparing a report for
the Secretariat.
MCM2 | 27-30 July 2019, Brussels
During this meeting, Sara, Yasmin and Joanna - new members of the monitoring committee - met to get
familiarised with their work, agree on their internal rules and define an evaluation framework for their work. They
also met with the Board to discuss the evaluation of the Development Strategy ending in 2019 and of the new
Development Strategy planning for 2020-2024.

Working Groups
Sex and Gender
The working group on Sex & Gender was composed of 4
members: Carlotta Chiaramonte (RSM), Eboni Burke (ISSU),
Georgia Hejduk (CSU) and Kira Legenhausen (SVB). The
Working Group was responsible for shaping and supporting the implementation of OBESSU’s work on Inclusive Sex & Gender Education in 2019, in cooperation with the OBESSU Board.
The working group was in charge of:
• Exploring the entire topic and revising OBESSU’s current policy
in the area;
• Producing activities, with the support of the PoT, dedicated to
the topic;
• Creating guidelines to support our member organisations in
becoming more inclusive
With a physical meeting in Brussels and some other online
meetings and hours of independent work, the group prepared:
• 7 activity template examples that can be used directly by the
membership in their trainings
• 8 possible campaigns and tools to inspire action
•
•
•

Finalised the magazine from the study session 2019 on the topic
Prepared guiding questions for the possible future work of the Global Student Forum on the topic
Had an overview of the OBESSU Policy Papers suggesting grammar gender mainstreaming.
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Quality of Teaching
The aim of the quality of teaching working group was to conduct a research on this matter in order to strengthen
the cooperation between teachers and school students. The working group was formed out of four members:
Rob O’Donnel (former Board member), Adrian Barbaroș (Board member), Kriszta Jósza (MAKOSZ) and Camille
Souffron (UNL), who were in charged of creating a policy papers that highlights the standards of teaching, from
a school student perspective. The working group had one physical meeting in Brussels in March, followed by
online meetings in order to finalise the work. The outcome, the policy paper will be polished and presented for
voting at the 2020 General-Assembly.

Pool of Trainers
In 2019, OBESSU’s Pool of Trainers was composed of 9 trainers from across Europe and they all had a
background in one of OBESSU’s member, candidate or affiliate organisations. Apart from contributing to OBESSU’s
events as trainers, facilitators and pedagogical and methodological support. Apart from individual events, some
of the trainers were involved in annual process on #PeerPower which included creation of guidelines on peer
education which should support various school student structures. This way, we can engage trainers not only
in the process itself but also in the outcomes of events which then remain with the organisations and are used
by the membership. Moreover, peer education is a very important aspect of OBESSU’s work and therefore it was
crucial for OBESSU no have both, members and the PoT involved.
The Pool of Trainers was also engaged in discussions on how to restructure the structure to make it fit the needs
of the organisation which will be continued in 2020. We are also going to change the way we communicate and
work with the PoT in 2020 based on the feedback we received in 2019.
Some of the trainers also attended internal events of national school student unions from OBESSU’s network,
either as a part of Seeds for integration projects or independently and. Moreover, some of the PoT members
represented OBESSU in trainings or events organised by other stakeholders, such as the Council of Europe and
they also attended trainings and capacity buildings to develop further.
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Secretariat
In 2019 the OBESSU Secretariat has been busy! Overall 3 new people joined the team, as 3 other people left the
team and took different exciting roles in the Secretariat.
Pina works in the Secretariat as a Secretary General. In January 2019 she was confirmed in the position after
her months as Interim Secretary General. In this position, Pina coordinates the work of the Secretariat and
bridges between the Board and the Secretariat, she’s overall responsible of the finances and the wellbeing of the
platform. She also specifically worked on Global Cooperation, VET and the European Apprentices Network. You
can contact her at giuseppina @ obessu.org
Judit was a Project and Policy Officer first and later was promoted to Projects and Partnerships Manager. In this
position, Judit started harmonising the many OBESSU projects and events, with a specific angle on quality and
safeguarding. Judit coordinated the #PeerPower project and lead in fundraising for several other projects. She
left OBESSU in October 2019.
Samira coordinates the OBESSU Communications and advocacy, first as a Communications and Outreach
Officer and later as a Policy and Communications Manager. Not only is Samira’s work fundamental for OBESSU’s
visibility, she’s also worked extensively in researching on the PISA tests. Samira was also a mentor for our Events
and Communications Assistant, Felipe.
Milos worked with OBESSU until December 2019 as a Programme Coordinator. He managed the Seeds for
Integration project and thanks to him the project was successfully delivered and the events within the framework
of the programme have been greatly appreciated by the the Members.
Felipe spent 6 months with OBESSU as part of his Eurodyssey internship, working as an Events and
Communications assistant. Felipe was mentored by Samira.
Mariam worked with OBESSU for a short time as a Programme Assistant. She co-organised the Global Seminar
on Migrant and Refugee education in Geneva and brought logistical support in the Secretariat.
Paolo is the OBESSU External Financial Manager. In 2019, as always, he made sure that the finances are in order
and he advised the organisations on financial and accounting matters.
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Our network
OBESSU brings together 26 Member, 2 Candidate and 3 Affiliate Organisations from all over Europe.
All Member and Candidate Organisations are independent, national, representative and democratic school
student organisations. The only difference is that Candidates are in the process of becoming full members.
Affiliate organisations are school student led organisations that share the values of OBESSU but are not national
school student unions.
During our Council of Members that took place in December 2019, we welcomed the Finnish Student Alliance as
a Candidate organisation.

Member organisations
Candidate organisations
Affiliate organisations
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Our donors, projects
and events
In 2019, as for every year, we were able to organise such a wealth of events and processes thanks to our donors,
who make sure that the ambitious ideas of our members and our mission becomes a tangible and high-quality
reality.

Erasmus+
In 2019, Erasmus+ supported OBESSU and its activity through an Operating Grant, the Inclusive Schools project
and the SIRIUS network on migrant education.
Thanks to the Operating Grant, we are able to keep the organisation’s governance structure alive and to work
specifically on our structural, organisational and strategic priorities. This funding covered the costs of our
statutory meetings and part of our Secretariat.
Inclusive Schools, also called “InScool”, is a project co-funded by the European Commission, under the
Erasmus+ Programme, ‘Social Inclusion and Common Values’. It is led by the British Council (UK) in partnership
with six organisations from Belgium, UK, Spain, Greece and Poland. The project activities will last for 24 months
and have started on 15 January 2019.
The vision of the Inclusive Schools project is to gradually reshape school culture by fostering long-term
inclusion strategies in schools around Europe and engaging school communities in concrete action plans and
collaborations that promote equality and value diversity.
The project has developed an educational methodology that involves all actors in the school in this process.
To support this process and reach schools all over Europe, trainings to teachers and students are taking place
in the different partner countries. Notably, OBESSU organised an international training for Inclusion Leaders in
Brussels, 10-14 October, where members of OBESSU Member, Candidate and Affiliate organisations were trained
on inclusive education, inclusive facilitation and how to promote an inclusive culture in schools.
Last, but not least, we also received a small grant to participate in the activities of the SIRIUS Network. In 2019,
we participated in the SIRIUS Annual Conference in Zagreb – bringing the voice of students in the priorities on
educational policies for migrant and refugees – and in two study visits: one in Ireland and one in Croatia.
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European Youth Foundation
OBESSU is supported by the European Youth Foundation of the Council of Europe through a Work Plan and a
Structural grant.
#PeerPower – Peer education as tool to empower school students
The Work Plan aimed at ensuring that peer education is present in a coherent and contextualised way in the
school student activism at all levels. Specifically, we organised the WP:
• To reflect on peer education methodology and how it is applied in the school students’ context;
• To ensure structured support for school activists in implementing peer education approach;
• To experiment and test peer education approach in school student and youth work activities on local
and European level;
• To provide school student activists with tools aimed at promoting peer education approach in their
activities.
Throughout all the activities, OBESSU engaged several member organisations with 60 participants and the
European Peer Training Organisation as a partner and expert in the topic. All the activities led to the creation of
a set of Guidelines for Peer Education with and for school students.
We met each of these objectives through different activities:
• School Student Expert group, held in Brussels in March 2019
During this event, 10 participants met to share best practices and expertise in the field of peer education
with school students, to discuss the role of unions in the promotion of peer education and to create a
strong backbone for the rest of the project.
•

Staff Seminar on Peer Education, held in Brussels in March 2019
During this event, 5 staff members working in different member organisations of OBESSU met to share
best practices and expertise in how to support student activists in an empowering way, to discuss
the role of supporting staff and to create recommendations on how staff can support school student
activists in their peer education activities without taking their autonomy away.

•

Summer School “Let’s learn from each other!” held in Sarajevo in July 2019
The Summer School brought participants together for 5 working days, during which they developed new
competences based on peer education, some delivered sessions for their peers, they participated in the
activities organised by the team and other participants, as well as contributed to the development of the
Guidelines on Peer Education.

•

Editorial meeting, held in Berlin in November 2019
During the editorial meeting, participants came together for a 3 days reflection on the process and to
finalise the guidelines on Peer Education with and for school students.

The European Youth Foundation awarded to OBESSU also a structural grant to support our activities in 2018 and
2019. In fact, OBESSU’s activities reflect many of the priorities of the Council of Europe’s Youth Department and
we are happy to work together and be supported in achieving common objectives together bit by bit.
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Open Society Foundations
In 2019, OBESSU was supported by the Open Society Foundation for two programmes:
• Seeds for Integration
• Stronger School Student Unions
Moreover, OSF kindly co-sponsored the Global Meeting on Migrant and Refugee Education organised in Geneva
in December 2019 together with the European Students Union.

Seeds for Integration

The objectives of 2018/2019 “Seeds for integration” project were:
•

•

To empower school students – regardless to where they come from – to take action in order to enhance
the inclusion of their migrant and refugee peers into the school community and the secondary education
environment, and to raise awareness on local, regional and national level on the issues migrant and
refugee students are facing throughout their integration process
To build closer ties and create a dialogue between the school community and the communities migrant
and refugee students are coming from

Namely in the past two years we have supported 33 initiatives of secondary school (and university) students
from 16 different European countries. Other than regranting, we also worked on support in capacity building and
resource creation. In 2019, specifically, OBESSU developed:
• a strong policy paper on “Refugee and Migrant rights to education: a school students perspectives”, to
be found here.
• 2 toolkits for empowering and engaging migrant and refugee students:
• “All included - Toolkit for Migrant Students Empowerment”, available here. This toolkit is a toolkit
on how to write an inclusive project, with templates of accepted projects, tips on how to co-create
a good project and how to avoid being tokenistic.
• “The school student guide to the universe of democratic participation”, available here. This is a
special issue toolkit for the European Parliament Elections. As everyone was talking about going
voting in the elections, OBESSU felt the need to create a resource for all those who cannot cast a
ballot but still have a right to participate in the democratic life of their community.
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University on Youth and Development 2019 – Spreading Seeds
In the second half of September 2019 OBESSU has organized evaluation seminar during which the 2018-2019
project cycle of Seeds for Integration was evaluated, the good practices and challenges of Seeds for Integration
were identified and a follow up of the work of OBESSU on social inclusion of young migrants and refugees was
discussed.

Speak together event - Cluj Napoca
The minorities rights event took place in Cluj-Napoca, Romana between 4th and 10th of October. The event
gather 17 participants from our member organisations (CNE,ISSU, FSS, RSM, MAKOSZ, LMS, UEM and KYC), but
also from two of our partners organisations (NYCU and SSUN). The purpose of this event was to create a space
of exchange of good practises in terms of minorities rights between the participants, but also to broaden the
knowledge on this topic and to strengthen the capacity of the organisations. The outcomes of this event are: a
policy-paper that reflects the needs of school students with minority language background and a number of 6
follow-up projects funded within Seeds for Integration project.
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Stronger School Student Unions
The “Stronger School Student Unions” programme is a tailor-made programme to foster the capacity of
OBESSU’s Member Organisations in different fields. With this programme OBESU wants to strengthen member
organisations and help them in their development by providing them specific support they require. OBESSU also
wants to create the grounds for a better cooperation, mutual support, peer learning and knowledge management
in school student organisations.
Through the different tailor-made actions of the programme we aim at fostering the The programme will
investigate 5 main challenges common in school student organisations:
• Knowledge and turnover management
• Sustainable finances and human resource management
• Political impact and outreach
• Representation: structure and constituency
• Democratic decision making and inclusion
In 2019, we addressed the challenges with different actions. We started off with country reports to analyse the
situation in the countries of our membership which served as a basis not only for identifying challenges but also
for gathering the best practices.
As to in person meetings, we met with organisations from the SEE CEE region and from the Baltic region for a
Peer Learning Activity on financial management and communications in Novi Sad from 3-8 May 2019.
Aims and objectives of the PLA:
•
•
•
•
•

to share current practices of funding, fundraising and social investment
to explore the power of partnership for sustainable funding from the private, public and civil society
sector
to share info on long term strategy for fundraising (particularly for MOs without staff /secretariat)
to share practices on internal and external communications
We continued discussing the future of the project and its priorities at the Council of Members in
December 2019.

We also met our members in person through field visit. With our Irish member, ISSU, we discussed their current
structure and challenges and discussed how to make it more efficient and effective. With UEM, our Moldovan
candidate organisation we focused on the basics of creating a strong and representative organisation. We also
visited the Bundesschulerkonferenz (BSK) where we presented OBESSU and set grounds for possible future
cooperation with this national cooperation of school student representatives in Germany.
In November, we organised OBESSU’s first webinar and it was on student participation and representation.
Our two guests, Kristen Aigro and Viktor Gronne who are both OBESSU alumni presented their take on student
participation based on their experience from outside OBESSU. Second webinar which took place in December
was run by OBESSU board members and tackled OBESSU’s policy and advocacy work and role of the membership
in it.
Lastly, as with Stronger School Student Unions, we were able to give microgrants to our membership to help
them improve their structure or to we funded interventions on different levels of students community where
organisational alumni network or other experts were involved.
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Global Student Voices - Global meeting on refugee education from the Student
Perspective
From the 14th to the 15th December 2019, OBESSU and ESU coordinated an event with other organisations like
Union of Exiled Students, Student Action of Refugee (STAR), EcoSila, Samband íslenskra framhaldsskólanema SÍF, OBESSU, ESU, National Union of Students in Denmark (DSF), Femilink, Commonwealth Students Association,
OCLAE, AASU, Zimbabwe National Students Union, Fundacion RED. We also worked closely with the Students
Union in Switzerland, to organise the Global University Forum right before the UNCHR Forum.
After the discussions on the different global and regional challenges that students with a migrant and refugee
background face, participants created a set of policy recommendations for Global Voice.

Study Session on Sex and gender
From the 31st March to the 6th of April 2019, OBESSU held the Study Session “SexEd IQ - Inclusive and quality
sex education - What can school students do?” organised in cooperation with the Youth Department of the
Council of Europe in the European Youth Centre in Budapest, Hungary.
The Study Session aimed to explore how school student unions can contribute to having inclusive and
quality sex education in their schools, both as part of the curricula and as non-formal and informal learning. The
objectives of the Study Session were to:
•
•
•
•
•

Establish a common ground of understanding among participants about terms connected to sex and
gender, as well as inclusive sex education.
Give participants an understanding of documents (e.g. manuals, policy papers, etc.) of the Council of
Europe related to the topic.
Explore the role of school students as peer educators in quality and inclusive sex education and the role
of school student unions in advocating for quality and inclusive sex education.
Exchange good practices from local realities at European level.
Create tools to multiply what participants have learnt during the Study Session.

The Study Session was a great success. It gathered 28 participants from 18 countries and with different
backgrounds, allowing interesting exchanges of practices. After 5 intense working days, participants went home
with a lot of new project ideas to implement at the local level.
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European Apprentices Network
The European Apprentices Network (EAN) is a network of apprentices, youth organisations and other bodies
related to apprenticeships at the European level. EAN was established in 2017 to ensure that young apprentices both in secondary and third-level education are shaping the discussion and policymaking related to VET, in
particular for apprenticeships.
In the past 2 years, the EAN piloted their cooperation as individuals, European representation bodies and
National VET students and apprentices representations and it was a success! In just two years, the network
has been recognised as a relevant voice in debates concerning apprenticeships and vocational education and
training, thanks to our strong cooperation with the European Commission and the European Alliance for
Apprenticeships. Some of our highlights include the creation of our 7 priorities, the contribution to the Council
Recommendations on Quality Apprenticeships and the #AskTheApprentice survey - launched in 2019 - with
which the network is collecting information on quality of apprenticeships from the learners’ perspective.
In 2019 the EAN held 4 face-to-face meetings, including one during the Vocational Skills Week held in Helsinki,
and predicted to be launching a new call for members and a new structure for the network in 2020.
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17 Now
In the framework of the commemoration of the 80th Anniversary of the International Students’ Day, held on
the 17th of November 2019, OBESSU ran a social media campaign to remember the origins of the student
movements and the relevance and impact of our current actions.
Our online campaign raised awareness on the importance of school student activism and school student
participation in policy areas related to education. The campaign received the support of individuals, national
and international civil society organisations, student councils, national unions and Members of the European
Parliament.
The campaign ended on the 5th of December, in the European Parliament, where we held a panel discussion on
the topic of Learning Democracy through School Student Rights and in the framework of the LifeLongLearning
Week.
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International Cooperation
100 million Campaign

OBESSU has been recognised as a potential stakeholder in a global social dimension due to our extensive work
on human rights; thus we have been approached by a movement called “100 Million campaign”, led by youth but
initiated and supported by the Nobel Peace laureate Kailash Satyarthi. We helped this movement partner up with
other continental student organisations to strengthen our voice. The 100 million campaign core aim is to ensure
that every child in the world is free safe and educated through the collective action and community pledges.
Specifically, we have had four meetings (excluding virtual ones in-between the physical) and many pre-arranged
in the upcoming months. Their location ranged from Europe, Americas and Africa, and the purpose was either
international cooperation development, or advocacy, or a combination of both. For instance, via this organisation
network we managed to acquire an invitation to the United Nations official conference on Sustainable
Development Goals that was attended by the head figures of member states and the conference was held in New
York. This enabled us to compute a better advocacy map for future advocacy goals.
Generally, we are excited about having this partnership and we identified it as having enormous potential which
we will continue to utilise.

Global Student Forum
OBESSU was fully involved in the first steps towards the establishment of a new Global Student Forum with the
most representative umbrella organisations, unions and movements of school students and university students
in the World.
Three different Board members were included for different activities of GSF during 2019, and the Board in
general is following the process together with the Secretary General. Together with AASU, ESU, CSA, CFS-FCEE
and other Latin American and African organisations, OBESSU was in the front line of the self-coordination that
characterised the first months of cooperation, with a propositive role on topics (e.g. migration) and new ways of
common action.
The Secretariat was also involved in the organisation of the field visits done in Europe and the United States of
America in Autumn, and of the key event of december in Geneva, giving a key support for a cooperation at its first
steps, and still without all the needed organisational means, that should be developed, together with a political
structure, in the first half of 2020.
The membership of OBESSU was involved in a consultation during the Council of Members 2019, especially
focused on the future governance structure of the Global Student Forum, which showed the great will for a
global space for student activism with a key role for the regional platforms in the coordination of membership all
around the planet. Some participants from the OBESSU Member Organisations were also included in the event
on Migrations held in Geneva (CH) in December 2019, the first example of concrete topic-based meeting of the
GSF network.
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Our research & policy
PISA’s Inconsistencies
Advocating for an increased focus on qualitative assessment methods has been central to OBESSU’s work.
Concerning the assessment of national education systems, we have long criticised the reductionist
methodology and use of the OECD Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA). In 2019, we
conducted a literature review to highlight the main arguments against PISA, repeatedly pointed out by academics
and experts all around the world.
With this report we demand:
• A focus on qualitative assessment. Instead of test-oriented narrow curricula, PISA should measure
school student’s wellbeing, the impact of socio-economic background and equity in education. These
should be considered the main outcomes of the PISA-report and the main grounds on which to focus any
education system related changes and developments.
• PISA results to be seen as data to support further research on low-performing schools and areas.
• An active dialogue with school students, teachers and their representatives. A greater inclusion of
students and teachers in policy-making in education will guarantee more sustainable reforms.
The full report is available here.

Study on Youngsters and the EU - Perceptions, Knowledge and Expectations
In cooperation with the Lifelong Learning Platform, Young European Federalists and contracted by the
European Economic and Social Committee, this study aimed to provide insights into the perceptions, knowledge
and expectations of school students between 14 and 18 years of age concerning the EU, as well as their
openness to European diversity. It includes a desk research on the topic as well as a survey answered by school
pupils from five different nationalities (France, Germany, Italy, Romania and Sweden) either in a national school
or in an European School in Brussels.
The study was conceived around the hypothesis that youngsters studying in European Schools would have
different perceptions, knowledge and expectations regarding the EU as well as a more open attitude towards
European diversity.
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Our advocacy
Our advocacy focused on several issues and partners. This year we traveled to more than 60 policy and partners’
meetings, with several stakeholders. You can read a lot more on each of our meetings on our website, where you
can also find more information on the policy papers that we used for our advocacy.
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